Software
That Fits
AccountMate is a real-time,
customizable financial and
business management software
designed to address the needs
of small to medium-sized
businesses. It takes advantage
of the speed of client/server
technology and the latest
productivity-enhancing tools in

AccountMate 10 for SQL or Express
Manufacturing Configurator Module
Complex Bills of Materials are Simplified
Manufacturing Configurator is a program that allows companies to develop and enforce
ordering rules for the products they manufacturer. It confirms that all bills of materials
entered into AccountMate include only products that the company can deliver. For
example, if a company builds multiple lines of garage doors, but one line is only available
with certain glass styles, every bill of materials for that door can only be created with
appropriate glass choices. This is true for every element of the garage door, from door
size to available paint options.
By enforcing configuration rules, the person generating a bill of materials requires
substantially less experience and training.

Microsoft’s suite of products to
help you better manage your
business.

This leading-edge application
combines the full functionality of
our award-winning AccountMate
system with the power of
Microsoft’s SQL Server. It offers
AccountMate users enhanced
investment protection for the long
haul with superior scalability, uptime performance, stronger data
security and easier integration
with other software applications. A
SQL database also optimizes the
application’s performance so
users can experience uniform
high-speed performance – no
more system slowdown at the
end of your reporting period.

Bills of Materials can be Generated from the Manufacturing Configurator
Time Savings, Improved Customer Satisfaction and Increased On-time Shipments
The result is that bills of material are generated correctly the first time and every time.
Time will be saved because every product can be assembled as ordered. Customer
satisfaction will improve and wasted expenses from improperly specified orders will be
eliminated. This can also lead to a greater percentage of on-time shipments.
These options can be items (i.e. specific color), sizes selected from a list, or sizes
typed within an acceptable range (i.e. between 18” and 28”).

Increased Productivity When Both Sales and
Manufacturing Configurators Installed
If both Sales Configurator and Manufacturing Configurator

are installed, configurations generated in Sales orders can
be passed to manufacturing to become work orders
without rekeying any redundant information and will save
more time.
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